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INTRODUCTION 

The foam rubber model is an invaluable source of dynamic ruptures.  The 64 PEER 
funded accelerometers, 6 LED displacement sensors, new computational facility, and new 16-bit 
data acquisition board provide high quality waveforms for use in fundamental research of 
interface physics.  Some of the research objectives funded in 2004, though, are yet to be 
completed.  The proposed measurements of momentum transfer and further investigations into 
anti-plane versus in-plane ruptures are scheduled to begin in the New Year.  Instead, numerical 
investigations have been undertaken to better understand dynamic ruptures in the foam rubber 
model as parameterized by Day (1982).    
 
DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 

The strike-slip model consists of two large blocks of foam rubber, one driven horizontally 
past another by a hydraulic piston.  The lower block is glued to a sheet of plywood that is in turn 
bolted to the concrete floor (Figure 1).  Four steel pipes equipped with scaffolding jacks support 
the upper block and the attached rigid box.  Normal force at the contact (fault) is provided by 
some fraction of the weight of the upper block (~3000 N) and is varied by lowering or raising the 
jacks; a hydraulic piston, which is placed between a concrete wall and the upper block’s frame, 
provides shear force.  As the upper block is forced to slide over the lower block, the strain in the 
blocks increases until the stress at the interface exceeds the frictional resistance and a stick-slip 
event occurs over the entire fault plane.  Successive events usually cause about the same amount 
of average slip (~1 cm) between the blocks.  The pattern of slip can vary markedly, though, with 
the rupture initiating at different points and propagating in different directions.   



 
 

Figure 1: A diagram (left) and a photograph (right) of a foam rubber model of strike-slip 
faulting. 

 
MODEL PROPERTIES 

Foam rubber is very flexible.  Thus it has low rigidity, making it easy to produce large 
strains and particle motions.  Since foam rubber is lightweight, relatively large models can be 
constructed, enabling the scale of dynamic phenomena to be enlarged.  This allows dynamic 
features to be more easily observed and recorded using relatively simple electronic devices, such 
as tiny accelerometers and position sensing devices.  The measured properties of the foam rubber 
used in this experiment are listed in Table 1.  Shear wave velocity, β, is slightly anisotropic.  The 
measured velocity perpendicular to the fault is ~ 36 m/s, while the velocity parallel to the fault ~ 
38 m/s.  Measuring the compressional wave velocity, α, is less accurate.  Our best estimate gives 
a value around 70 m/s.  The rigidity of the model, µ, is calculated from the S-wave velocity and 
the density.   
 

Table 1: Model Properties 
Density 0.016 g/cc 
S-Wave Velocity 38 m/s 
P-Wave Velocity 70 m/s 
Rigidity 51031.2 ×  dyne/cm2 

Q-factor ~10 
 
 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

Numerical simulations of stick-slip events in the foam rubber model are performed using 
the dynamic faulting model of Day (1982).  In this three-dimensional finite difference code, the 
rupture growth is spontaneous and governed by a slip-weakening friction law.  We have utilized 
93×106×96 nodes with 2 cm spacing.  The time step is 0.00015 s and the slip weakening distance 
0.6 mm.  The static and dynamic coefficients of friction were set at 1.09 and 1.35, respectively.  
Boundaries at z=1, z=96, y=1, and y=106 are fixed in the code to simulate the presence of 



plywood sheets in the physical model.  Although boundaries at z=1 and z=96 (top and bottom in 
Figure 1) are practically immobile during the rupture, at y=1 and y=106 they are not (at low 
frequencies).  Therefore, in future simulations, the code needs to be modified to address this 
issue.  

Figures 2 and 3 show a comparison of an event recorded in the foam rubber model and its 
numerical simulation.  Figure 2 compares the free-surface particle motions along the strike of the 
fault at 1, 25 and 45 cm distances from the fault trace.  The accelerations are in units of g and the 
displacements in mm.  Numbers next to each trace correspond to sensors in Figure 2 (left).  Both 
the fault-normal and fault-parallel components are plotted.  At 25 cm and 45 cm distances, 
particle accelerations are plotted; at 1 cm distance, the displacements are plotted.  Although the 
accelerations in both models agree well, the displacements do not.  Again, a possible source of 
error could be the choice of fixed boundary conditions at y=1 and y= 106 in the numerical 
model, which affects low frequencies and consequently the total static offset.  Figure 3 
demonstrates particle velocities on the fault plane in the two models.  There is good agreement 
for low-frequency amplitudes.  However the agreement between arrival-times at deeper parts of 
the fault is poor.  
 
 

       
 

Figure 2: Comparison of free-surface particle motions along the strike of the fault for physical 
(red) and numerical (blue) models. Both the fault-normal and fault-parallel components are 

plotted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 3: Comparison of particle velocities on the fault plane for physical (red) and numerical 

(blue) models. 
 
ANALOG GREEN’S FUNCTIONS 
 The goal of this initiative is to measure elastodynamic Green’s functions corresponding 
to applied point forces, couple forces, and double-couple forces at various locations within and 
on the free surface of the foam rubber model.  Theoretical comparisons will be useful for 
identifying any model variations from linear elasticity.  In addition, high definition kinematic 
slip inversions will result from this study.  We have constructed both single and double-couple 
sources and have begun testing.  Initially, we have measured the elastostatic displacements at the 
free surface of the model due to the application of a single couple (Figure 4).  The theoretical 
calculations correspond to the long-time behavior of the elastodynamic response of an elastic 
half-space to a force couple; the magnitude of the couple was measured via a force meter.  The 
uncertainty bars on the theoretical curve in red correspond to the variation in displacement 
caused by uncertainty in the physical parameters of the foam rubber model.  The level of 
agreement is good.   
 We have encountered some difficulty in producing sources for the elastodynamic 
measurements, though.  Our double-couple source consists of a solid rod within a hollow rod that 
is free to move.  Arms are attached to each rod, producing 2 couples.  When the double-couple is 
stressed and released, high-frequency rattling is produced along the length of the rods.  This line 
source is apparent in the acceleration waveforms.  An alternative approach is to insert couples 
from alternative sides of the model, eliminating the rod-on-rod rattle.  A mechanism has to be 
built, though, to trigger the couples simultaneously with the same amount of force.  This is very 
much a work in progress; we will continue to test and refine our experimental apparatus.    
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 4.  Elastostatic displacements caused by a single couple as measured at the free surface of 
the foam rubber model (blue) and theoretical predictions (red).  The uncertainty in the theoretical 

curve corresponds to uncertainty in physical parameters of the model.    
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